configurations is presented. The method makes use of fully unstructured meshes throughout the entire flow-field, thus enabling the treatment of arbitrarily complex geometries and the use of adaptive meshing techniques throughout both viscous and inviscid regions of the flow-field.
Mesh generation is based on a locally mapped Delaunay technique in order to generate unstructured meshes with highly-stretched elements in the viscous regions. The flow equations are discretized using a finite-element Navier-Stokes solver, and rapid convergence to steadystate is achieved using an unstructured multigrid algorithm. Turbulence modeling is performed using an inexpensive algebraic model, implemented for use on unstructured and adaptive meshes. Compressible turbulent flow solutions about multiple-element airfoil geometries are computed and compared with experimental data.
INTRODUCTION
Althoughunstructured meshtechniques havebeenemployed extensively in fieldssuchas solidmodelingandcomputational structural mechanics for manyyears, theirusein the fieldof computational fluid dynamics (CFD)constitutes a relativelyrecent phenomenon. This situation is probablydueto the largeoverheads generallyincurredwith unstructured meshtechniques, which can become unacceptable whencoupledwith the largecomputational requirements of manyCFD problems.The advantages of unstructured meshes lie in theability they affordfor flexibly discretizing arbitrarilycomplex geometries, andin theeasewith whichtheylendthemselvesto adaptivemeshingtechniques, whichcanbe employed to accurately resolvecomplex flows in an efficientmanner.In recentyears,muchprogress hasbeenmadein developing moresophisticated unstructured meshgeneration strategies for computational fluid dynamics problems[1,2,3]as well asin the development of novelandefficientflow-solutionalgorithms [4, 5, 6, 7] . However, muchof this efforthasbeendirected at two-andthree-dimensional inviscid flow problems.The solutionof high-Reynolds-number viscousflows,which areof much greater practical interest, introduces additional complications with regards to meshgeneration andturbulence modeling. Mostattempts at solvingviscousflowsusingunstructured meshes haveresorted to hybrid structured-unstructured meshes, wherea thin structured meshis placed in theboundary-layer andwakeregions, andanunstructured meshis employedin the regions of inviscidflow [8, 9] . This typeof compromise, however, limits the flexibility of theoriginal unstructured approach. Geometries with closetolerances, whereconfluent wakesandboundary layersoccur,mayprovedifficult to discretize with a hybridapproach, andthe taskof performing adaptive meshingthroughout the viscousandinviscidregionsof flow canbe considerably morecomplex.
This paperdescribes a methodfor computing compressible turbulent viscousflows about arbitrarytwo-dimensional configurations using fully unstructured meshesand incorporating adaptivemeshingtechniques. The generation of meshes with highly-stretched triangularelementsin the boundary-layer and wakeregionsis accomplished with a methodbasedon a modifiedDelaunay triangulation technique [10] . The full Navier-Stokes equations arediscretizedandsolvedfor on thesemeshes usingan efficientfinite-element solverwhich converges rapidlyto steady-state using an unstructured multigridstrategy [11] . Turbulence modelingis achieved usingan inexpensive algebraic modelwhichhasbeendevisedspecificallyfor useon unstructured andadaptive meshes [ 12] .
MESH GENERATION

Initial Mesh Generation
The initial unstructured mesh is generated in three essentially independent stages. First, a distribution of mesh points and associated stretching vectors are generated throughout the flow field. These points are then joined together in a manner influenced by the local stretching values to form a set on non-overlapping triangular elements which completely fill the domain.
The resulting mesh is then smoothed by slightly repositioning the mesh points according to an elliptic smoothing operator discretized on the new mesh.
Although adaptive meshing techniques can be relied upon to increase the mesh resolution in regions of strong flow gradients, a good initial mesh-point distribution is essential in order to initially capture all the salient features of the flow, and to reduce the number of flowsolution adaptivity cycles required to converge the accuracy of the solution process. This is especiallytrue in the caseof high-Reynolds-number viscousflows wherea highly stretched, denselypackeddistributionis requiredto efficientlyresolvethe thin shearlayers.The initial distributionof meshpointsis generated in a geometry-adaptive manner.Pointsarepositioned alongall flow-fieldboundaries andalongwakelinesin a mannerwhich is governed by the local rateof change of slopeof theboundary curve,andthethickness (height)of the elements to be generated at the boundary.The effectof this distributionmethodis to clusterpointsin regionsof high boundary curvature andsharpcomers, wherelargeflow gradients areexpected, aswell astoreducethestretching of themeshin suchregions.
A distributionof interiorpointsis thenconstructed by generating a seriesof localhyperbolic structured meshes for eachboundary curveor wakeline usingthe previouslygenerated boundary-point distributionas aninitial condition, andprescribing a normal spacingof points asa functionof the Reynolds numberof the flow to be computed [ 13] . Theunionof all the pointscontained in the variousoverlapping hyperbolic meshes is thenusedasthebasisfor the triangulation.A valueof stretching is requiredat eachmeshpoint,andthis maybecomputed from thelocal ratioof thestreamwise to normal pointspacings in the localstructured meshes, asshownin Figure1. Initial pointclusteringin wakeregionsis achieved by drawingfictitious boundaries which approximate the estimated positionsof the wakes. The positionof these approximate wakelinesis obtained by solvingthe corresponding inviscidflow problemusing aninexpensive panel-method solution.t A point-filteringoperation, basedon the aspect ratiosof the structured local hyperbolic meshcells,is alsoemployed to removeexcessive pointsin the regionsof inviscidflow. The structured-mesh cellaspect-ratios, asmeasured by theratioof streamwise to normal meshspacing, arelargenearthe geometry walls andwakelines,anddecrease graduallytowardsthe farfield. In regionswheretheseaspect ratiosbecome smallerthanunity,the streamwise pointdistributionis coarsened by removingselected points,thus maintaininga nearlyisotropicpoint distributionin theinviscidregionsof flow. Thisfilteredsetof meshpointsis thentriangulated usinga modifiedDelaunay triangulation criterion [10] . In its originalform, a Delaunay triangulation of a given setof pointstendsto producethe mostequiangular trianglespossible, andis thusnot well suitedfor thegeneration of highlystretched triangulations. The Delaunay criterionis thusmodifiedaccording to thelocal stretching values.Thelocalstretching valueis usedto definea stretched space, within which the localmesh-point distributionappears more isotropic.The Delaunay triangulation of thepointsin this stretched spaceis thenconstructed. This connected setof pointsis subsequently mapped backinto physical space, thusproducing thedesiredstretched triangulation. The actual construction of thestretched triangulation is performedin a two-stage process.A regularDelaunay triangulation of themeshpointsin physical spaceis initially constructed usingBowyer'salgorithm [14] . This initial triangulation is conveniently usedto smooththe distribution of stretchings throughout theflow-fieldby providing the basisfor discretizinga smoothingoperatorwhich is then appliedto the stretching values.This Delaunay triangulation is thentransformed into a modified(stretched) Delaunay triangulation, basedon the smoothed local stretching distribution, by swapping the diagonals accordingto the Delaunay maximumminimum-angle criterion[10] appliedin the stretched space.This criterionprovidesa basisfor decidingwhether or not anedgeshouldbe swapped by choosing the configuration whichmaximizes the smallest of the anglesformedbetween the edgeto beswapped andits immediate neighbors. Although the mesh-point distribution can be refined in the adaptation process, the stretching distribution is held fixed. Thus, in order to maintain a close coupling between the final meshpoint distribution and the stretching distribution, an isotropic refinement strategy must be When new boundary points are inlroduced, they must be repositioned onto the spline definition of the geometry boundary. For curved surfaces, this will not coincide with the midpoint of the original boundary mesh edge. For highly su-etched meshes, the distance between these two locations may in fact be much larger than the average width of the elements in the vicinity of the boundary, and a restructuring of the entire region is required, as shown in Figure 3. This is accomplished by drawing the line joining the mid-point of the boundary edge beingrefinedto the spline-displaced positionof this newboundary point.Theunionof all triangularmeshelements intersected by this line, as well as elements whosecircumcircles are intersected by the splinedisplaced boundarypoint, aretaggedfor reconstruction. This entire regionis thenrestructured, asperthestandard Bowyeralgorithm, i.e.removingall meshedges in this region,andforminga newstructure by joiningup thenewmeshpointto all thevertices of thepolygonal region.
FLOW SOLUTION
In non-dimensional conservative vectorform,theNavier-Stokes equations read 0w 1
where Re. denotes the overall flow Reynolds number, and w represents the conserved variables
pE p being the fluid density, u and v the cartesian velocity components, and E the internal energy.
Fc represents the convective flux vector, the components of which are algebraic functions of the conserved variables and the pressure, which itself can be related to the conserved variables through the perfect gas relation. Fv denotes the viscous flux vector, the components of which are functions of the first derivatives of the conserved variables. Equation (1) represents a set of partial differential equations which must be discretized in space in order to obtain a set of coupled ordinary differential equations, which can then be integrated in time to obtain the steady-state solution. Space discretization is performed using a Galerkin finite-element type formulation. Multiplying equation (1) by a test function 0, and integrating over physical space yields
Integrating the flux integrals by parts, and neglecting boundary terms gives
In order to evaluate the flux balance equations at a vertex P, _ is taken as a piecewise linear function which has the value 1 at node P, and vanishes at all other vertices. Therefore, the integrals in the above equation are non-zero only over triangles which contain the vertex P, thus defining the domain of influence of node P, as shown in Figure 4 . To evaluate the above integrals, we make use of the fact that Cx and ¢y are constant over a iriangle, and evaluate spatial derivatives of ¢ and w over a triangle using vertex values, by Green's contour integral theorem.
The convective fluxes F_ are taken as piecewise linear functions in space, and the viscous fluxes F_ are piecewise constant over each triangle, since they are formed from first derivatives in the flow variables. Evaluating the flux integrals with these assumptions, one obtains _f_$w dxdy = _ F:+F:
Re. (5) The idea of a multigrid strategy is to accelerate the convergence to steady-state of a fine Such a multigrid algorithm may be combined with an adaptive meshing strategy in a natural manner. First, a sequence of globally generated meshes is constructed, and multigrid time-stepping is performed on this sequence until a satisfactorily converged solution is obtained.
At this point, a new adaptively refined mesh is generated, and the transfer patterns for transferring variables from the previous mesh to the new mesh are determined. The flow variables are then transferred to this new mesh, providing a starting solution, and multigrid time-stepping is resumed on this new sequence which now contains an additional fine mesh. The process may be repeated, as shown in Figure 5 , each time adding a new finer mesh to the sequence, until a converged solution of the desired accuracy is obtained.
TURBULENCE MODELING
General Procedure
The most widespread turbulence models in use currently are either of the multiple field- . These normal mesh lines are terminated if they intersect a neighboring geometry component, thus ensuring that turbulence quantities in any given region of the flow-field are only dependent on the viscous layers and walls which are directly visible from that location (c.f. After each adaptation process, the transfer patterns for interpolation between the newly refined global unstructured mesh and background meshes must be recomputed. In the context of the multigrid strategy, the turbulence model is only executed on the finest grid of the sequence.
The computed eddy viscosity values are then interpolated up to the coarser unstructured meshes where they are employed in the multigfid correction equations. The whole process is very efficient, and in general, the turbulence model is found to require less than 10% of the total time required within a single multigrid cycle. Memory requirements are, however, increased by close to 50% since extra variables and transfer coefficients must be stored for the background turbulence mesh stations.
RESULTS
Single Airfoil Geometry
As an initial test case, the turbulent flow over an RAE 2822 airfoil has been computed. The freestream Mach number is 0.729, the Reynolds number is 6.5 million, the corrected incidence is 2.31 degrees, and transition is fixed at 0.03 chords. This constitutes a well documented test case (Case 6) for turbulent transonic flow [17], which can be used to validate the present solver. The unstructured mesh employed for this case is depicted in Figure 6 . This mesh contains 13,751 points of which 210 are on the airfoil surface. The average normal spacings of the triangles on the airfoil surface is 0.00001 chords, resulting in cell aspect ratios of the order of 1000:1 near the wall. The background turbulence mesh stations employed for computing the algebraic turbulence model, which contain a total of 13,372 points, are depicted in Figure 7 . The computed surface pressure distribution and skin friction distribution are displayed in Figures 8 and 9 , respectively, where they are compared with experimental data from [17] . Both quantities are seen to compare favorably with the experimental results, and the computed lift coefficient of 0.7403 is well within the range reported in previously published computational solutions, using structured meshes [18] . A total of five meshes were employed in the multigrid sequence, with the coarsest mesh containing only 98 points. The convergence rate for this case, as measured by the decrease in the RMS average of the density residuals throughout the flow-field, versus the number of multigrid cycles, is depicted in Figure I0 . An average residual reduction of 0.955 per multigrid cycle is achieved on the finest grid, resulting in a decrease of the residuals by 4 orders of magnitude over 200 cycles. Furthermore, the lift and drag coefficients were converged to four significant figures within 90 cycles. Since each multigrid cycle requires roughly 1.4 CPU seconds on a single processor of the CRAY-YMP computer, engineering solutions could thus be obtained in approximately 2 minutes for this case.
Two-Element
Airfoil Geometry
The next test case consists of a main airfoil with a leading edge slat which has been the subject of extensive wind-tunnel tests, as part of a program aimed at determining the effectiveness of slats as maneuvering devices for fighter aircraft [19] . The test conditions consist of a freestream Mach number of 0.5, a chord Reynolds number of 4.5 million, and a corrected incidence of 7.5 degrees. At these conditions, the flow becomes supercritical, and a small shock is formed on the upper surface of the slat. :fhe adapted mesh used to compute this flow is depicted in Figure 11 . The mesh contains a total of 35,885 points, of which 418
are on the surface of the main airfoil, and 421 on the surface of the slat. The minimum normal spacing at the wall is 0.00001 chords, and cells of aspect ratios up to 1000:1 are observed.
A total of 7 meshes were employed in the multigrid sequence with the last 3 meshes generated adaptively. Figure 12 illustrates the adaptively generated turbulence mesh stations employed by the algebraic turbulence model for this case. The computed Mach contours in the flow field are depicted in Figure 13 where a crisp resolution of the small localized shock provided by the adaptive meshing technique is observed. A good correlation between the computed and experimental surface pressure coefficients is displayed in Figure 14 . This method predicts a small zone of separated flow behind the shock which has not been detected in previous calculations [19] , while also providing a more accurate prediction of shock location and subsequent pres- 
Four-Element-Airfoil Geometry
The final test case consists of a four-element airfoil configuration. This represents a truly complex geometry involving regions with sharp corners which is not easily amenable to structured mesh techniques and is of considerable practical interest as it relates to the design of high-lift devices for commercial aircraft. A multigrid sequence of 6 meshes was employed to compute the flow over this configuration with the last 2 meshes generated adaptively. The finest mesh of the sequence, which contains a total of 48,691 points, is depicted in Figure 16 
